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Abstra t.

Very Long Baseline Interferometry (VLBI) has been unique in produ ing a grid of extragala ti radio
sour e positions over the entire sky with astrometri a ura ies at the level of a few tens of mi roar se onds.
In addition, the VLBI te hnique allows one to derive relative sour e positions over a few-degree separation
with even higher a ura ies. The purpose of the work arried out within the ALBiUS Joint Resear h A tivity
of FP7-RadioNet has been to study the feasibility of ombining the two approa hes  wide-angle and narrowangle VLBI astrometry  in a unied way. The work has fo used on developing appropriate software to
simulate mixed VLBI sessions that omprise the two types of measurements and to analyze jointly and
onsistently those mixed data sets. We illustrate the out ome of these developments with the ase of a
simple su h mixed VLBI session to demonstrate that this s heme has been su essfully implemented.

1 Context of the work
Very Long Baseline Interferometry (VLBI) is unique among astronomi al observing te hniques in its
bility to a hieve extremely high angular resolution on distant
probe the stru ture of the observed targets (a tive gala ti

elestial targets. Su h a

apa-

apability allows one to

nu lei, stars, supernovae,...) in their nest details.

In this respe t, VLBI has important impli ations in various elds of astrophysi s where angular resolution is
essential : investigation of jet kinemati s in the inner regions of a tive gala ti
monitoring of the evolution of photospheres and

nu lei (e.g. Lister et al. 2009),

ir umstellar envelopes in evolved stars (e.g. Diamond &

Kemball 2003), studies of the growth of supernovae in nearby galaxies (e.g. Mar aide et al. 2009).
VLBI also allows one to measure positions of

elestial targets with unpre edented a

ura y (a few tens

of mi roar se onds) through astrometri -type observations. Su h observations led to the introdu tion of the
International Celestial Referen e Frame (ICRF), the rst-ever
gala ti

elestial referen e frame based on distant extra-

sour es (Ma et al. 1998). The

urrent version of the ICRF  the ICRF2  omprises 3414 radio sour es
◦
( orresponding to an average of one sour e every 3 on the sky) with position a ura ies rea hing 60 mi roar se onds (Ma et al. 2009). The ICRF2 relies on nearly 30 years of a
geodeti

and astrometri

umulated VLBI data a quired in standard

mode (i.e. based on sessions observing sour es that are widely separated on the sky).

VLBI astrometry has also drawn the attention of the gala ti

ommunity in re ent years for its ability to

determine the distan e of star forming regions (e.g. Loinard et al. 2007) and to

onstrain fundamental dynami al

parameters of the Milky Way and its formation and evolution history (e.g. Reid et al. 2009). Unlike ICRF-type
observations, the te hnique used for su h determinations relies on dierential astrometri
between the targets of interest and nearby
on the sky with absolute positions a

alibrators. This s heme requires a grid of

VLBI measurements

alibrators shortly spa ed

urately known beforehand. As demonstrated by Fomalont et al. (2002),

relative position a

ura ies at the level of 10 mi roar se onds may be rea hed with su h measurements.
◦
While the ICRF2 with a grid sampling of 3 is the basis for the identi ation of alibrators at present, a
◦
denser atalog would be desirable, e.g. with a grid sampling of 1 or less, sin e systemati errors in dierential
VLBI astrometry s ale a
the work

ording to the

alibrator-target angular separation (Pradel et al. 2006). The purpose of

arried out within the ALBiUS Joint Resear h A tivity of FP7-RadioNet was to study the feasibility

of su h a massive densi ation by

ombining wide- and narrow-angle VLBI astrometri

measurements in a
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unied analysis. As des ribed below, the work has fo used on developing appropriate software to simulate and
pro ess VLBI sessions that

omprise both types of measurements To our knowledge, only another su h attempt

has been made so far though using a dierent approa h than ours (Martí-Vidal et al. 2008a, 2008b).
Se tion 2 denes the observables used in wide- and narrow-angle VLBI astrometry and provides basi
information about the two observing modes. Se tion 3 des ribes the tools that we have developed to simulate
mixed VLBI sessions

omprising both narrow- and wide-angle VLBI astrometri

measurements along with the

software pa kage used to analyze su h datasets. Se tion 4 illustrates the out ome of our work with the
VLBI session that was generated with these tools and the results of analysis of the
software developments whi h

ould be a

ase of a

orresponding data. Further

omplished to extend the present work are dis ussed in Se tion 5.

2 Absolute vs dierential VLBI astrometry
The three observables used in VLBI astrometry are the phase delay τpd
and the phase delay rate

ω = 2πν

and time

t.

τ̇pd = (1/ω) ∂φ/∂t,

where

φ(ω, t)

= φ/ω , the group delay τgd = ∂φ/∂ω

is the fringe phase, whi h depends on the frequen y

The group delay is estimated from a linear t of the fringe phases observed at several

frequen ies spread over a few hundred MHz, while the phase delay rate is derived from tting the phases over
time. Group delays and phase delay rates are used in wide-angle (or absolute) VLBI astrometry (with
the basi

τgd

as

observable) whereas phase delays are used in narrow-angle (or dierential) VLBI astrometry.

Standard VLBI astrometri observing sessions (i.e wide-angle observations) are typi ally 24-hour long as this
period of time is required to separate parameters for nutation and polar motion. Observations are
simultaneously at two frequen ies (8.4 and 2.3 GHz) so that the ionospheri
and phase delay rates may be removed from a
50 to 100 sour es well spread over the

ondu ted

ontribution to the group delays

ombination of the observables at the two frequen ies. A total of

elestial sphere is usually observed in ea h session. Full

overage of the

sky is a hieved by using various VLBI networks both in the northern and southern hemispheres. Sour es that
are

ommon to several sessions are used to link the positions of all sour es observed in these sessions, whi h is

the basis for building
from a

elestial referen e frames su h as the ICRF or its su

essor, the ICRF2 (shown in Fig. 1),

umulated data. In addition to sour e positions, other parameters of interest (station lo ations, Earth's

orientation parameters,...) may be estimated as well as nuisan e parameters ( lo k and troposphere variations).
Unlike global VLBI astrometry, phase-referen ed (or narrow-angle) VLBI astrometry is fo used on observing
a small region of the sky. It
angularly- lose
the

onsists in swit hing observations between the target of interest and a nearby

alibrator as shown in Fig 1. The position of the target is then derived relative to that of

alibrator using a spe i

treatment. See Lestrade et al. (1990) or Beasley & Conway (1995) for a full

des ription of the pro edure. In pra ti e, the phase delay of the

alibrator at the time the target was observed

is interpolated from the immediately pre eding and immediately following observations of the
interpolated

alibrator. The

alibrator phase delay is then subtra ted from the measured phase delay of the target, providing

a dierential phase delay whi h depends dire tly on the angular separation between the target and
This te hnique is of spe i

alibrator.

interest for observing faint targets sin e observations may be integrated over several

hours, whi h is not possible with the standard (wide-angle) VLBI astrometri

te hnique, limited to only a few-

minute integration. Phase-referen ing has the ability to rea h even higher a

ura ies than the standard VLBI

astrometri
atmospheri

te hnique (theoreti ally less than 10 mi roar se onds in relative separations) but is hampered by
systemati

errors (Pradel et al. 2006). Sin e these errors s ale with the target- alibrator angular

separation, this provides further motivation to work towards obtaining a denser grid of

alibrators.

3 Simulations and analysis of mixed VLBI sessions
As noted above, the goal of the work was to simulate mixed VLBI sessions that
and wide-angle VLBI astrometri

measurements and to analyze su h data in a

simulated observations rather than with real data is bene ial for studying this
identify session parameters or systemati

omprise both narrow-

onsistent way. Dealing with
ombination be ause one

an

ee ts that ae t signi antly the results and hen e that are of

importan e for the observing strategy. These in lude e.g. the number of
distan e to the target(s), the noise level in the simulated data, systemati

alibrators available, their angular
atmospheri

ee ts, et ... While not

all these are dis ussed in the illustrating example of Se tion 4, the software that we developed has the ability
to study the impa t of all su h parameters and systemati

ee ts.
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Figure 1. Left : Distribution of the 3414 extragala ti

radio sour es of the International Celestial Referen e Frame
(ICRF2) on the elestial sphere (Ma et al. 2009). The position of these sour es were determined from standard VLBI
astrometri observations. Right : Sket h showing the prin iple of a phase-referen ing VLBI observation (adapted from
Asaki et al. 2007).

3.1

Simulation software

The rst part of the work has

onsisted in developing appropriate software to simulate VLBI sessions

that in lude both wide-angle observations (i.e. group delays
delays
a

τpd ).

Simulating su

τgd )

and narrow-angle observations (i.e. phase

essfully both of these observables within the same dataset and analyzing them in

onsistent way is a major a hievement that open new areas for the densi ation of the

improving its astrometri

a

ura y based on

elestial frame or for

ombination of global VLBI astrometry and phase-referen ing.

The software that we developed is a series of programs written in the Interfa e Data Language (
This language is often used in astrophysi s be ause it

reated to store and manipulate the many values of simulated phase delays and group delays. For
the phase delay rates

τ̇pd

have been

onsidered as well in addition to the two other astrometri

A simulated VLBI session is dened as a temporal sequen e of VLBI observables

τ̇pd )

for

idl).

an easily handle multi-dimensional arrays su h as those

τpd

and

τgd

ompleteness,
observables.
(and possibly

elestial sour es observed by a network of three or more antennas. The sequen e alternates between

observations on target- alibrator pairs in order to generate the usual phase referen ing s heme and observations on more distant

alibrators e.g. to determine

densify the frame. The three steps to be a

•

orre tions for wet tropospheri

delays or more generally to

omplished in order to get a simulated dataset are as follows :

Generation of a VLBI session
This step is a

omplished by a program that rst reates an observing onguration. The input parameters

needed by the program are : (i) the names and geographi al lo ations of at least three VLBI stations
(to be sele ted from those belonging to the European VLBI Network, Very Long Baseline Array and
International VLBI Servi e for geodesy and astrometry) ; (ii) a list of a priori
sour es to be observed (targets, nearby and distant
alibrators (nN and
swit hing

nD ,

oordinates for the

elestial

alibrators) ; (iii) the numbers of nearby and distant

respe tively) to sele t within the previous list of sour es ; (iv) a s heme for the

y le between the targets and the asso iated nearby and distant

alibrators ; (v) the date and

the duration of the session (in hours) ; (vi) the frequen y bands (with X band and S band as default) and
the

orresponding bandwidths (in MHz) ; (vii) the signal to noise ratio of the measurements ; (viii) the

s an length for ea h target and for the nearby and distant
between the target and the nearby

alibrators (in se onds) ; (ix) the slewing times

alibrators and to the distant

alibrators (in se onds).
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Based on these inputs, the program automati ally sele ts the

nN

most nearby

alibrators to the target

of interest. Su h

alibrators are sele ted among the urrent ICRF2 list of sour es. Nearby alibrators are
◦
typi ally separated by 1 to 5 from the target. The program also identies all alibrators that are at
◦
◦
larger angular separations from the target (e.g. > 10 ) and with elevation angles in the range 1085 at
all VLBI stations within a given period of time (e.g. 3 hours).

nD

distant

alibrators are then randomly

sele ted among those with a range of de lination as large as possible. The assumptions on the elevation
angles and the de linations of the distant

alibrators allows one to

above ea h station for a proper estimation of zenith tropospheri

•

orre tly sample the sky

overage

delays at the analysis stage.

Cal ulation of theoreti al values for the VLBI observables
The next step

onsists in

al ulating theoreti al values for the group delays, phase delays and phase delay

rates based on the observing

onguration and sequen e of observations dened at the previous stage.

Sin e the development of a software pa kage to generate su h values was beyond the s ope of the proje t,
we used an existing software pa kage,

modest, as the basis to a

des ription of this software pa kage). For this

omplish this task (see below for a brief

al ulation, any geometri al, geophysi al or atmospheri al

model (e.g. relativity, nutation and Earth's rotation theories, tides, plate te toni

modest may thus be used (see Sovers et al. 1998 for details). Phase

delays are

alibrators and targets while group delays and phase delay rates are

al ulated for nearby

derived for all

alibrators either nearby or distant. In this s heme, the observing times for the phase

delays and group delays on the nearby

•

motions, tropospheri

mapping fun tions,...) available in

alibrators may be identi al or dierent.

Addition of noise to the theoreti al values
The last step to be a

omplished in order to obtain simulated VLBI observations

appropriate noise to the theoreti al values previously

onsists in adding

al ulated for the three VLBI observables (group

delay, phase delay, phase delay rate). Noise is generated following a normally-distributed (Gaussian) law,
whose dispersion is provided by the user as an input to the program. In pra ti e, the default is to a
for random noise in the VLBI quantities but systemati

ee ts may also be

sour e of noise. For example, an option is available where systemati
the sour e to be observed is added to the random noise. This

ount

onsidered as an additional

noise depending on the elevation of

ase is typi al of systemati

errors introdu ed

by the atmosphere when sour es are observed at low elevations. Note that the pro edure assumes that
the phase delays have been

3.2

orre ted for ambiguities beforehand (see e.g. Conway & Beasley 1995).

Analysis software

The se ond part of the work has

onsisted in developing the appropriate tools and s hemes to analyze

mixed VLBI sessions with simulated data generated as des ribed in the previous se tion. By

omparing the

results of this analysis (post-t residuals for the three VLBI observables, values of the estimated parameters,
un ertainties of these parameters) with the original data and parameters used as input to the simulations, one
an then assess the quality of the observing
As noted above, the development of a

onguration and the impa t of systemati

omplete software pa kage that a

the s ope of the present work. Instead, we de ided to use the

errors.

omplishes this analysis was beyond

modest software pa kage  an already-existing

software pa kage developed at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL)  for this purpose sin e it has the
to analyze all three types of VLBI astrometri

refer to Sovers et al. (1998) for a full des ription of the underlying modeling in

modest stands for MODel and ESTimate and

Minus Cal ulated),

apability

observables (group delays, phase delays, phase delay rates). We

modest.

omprises two modules. The rst module,OMC (Observed

al ulates a priori values for every VLBI observation in the session based on the geometri al

and physi al models implemented in

modest and dieren

es those a priori values with the observed quantities.

The OMC results are then used by the se ond module EST whi h estimates the parameters of interest, e.g.
the

elestial
The two

format that
delays in a

oordinates (right as ension and de lination) of the targets and

alibrators.

riti al points that we had deal with in this part of the work were : (i) to generate data in a binary
an be read by

modest, and (ii) to organize the writing order of the group delays and phase
modest an use them simultaneously. The example

ertain way, within that binary format, so that

dis ussed in the next se tion demonstrates that we have su
group delays and phase delays

essfully resolved both of these and hen e that

an be pro essed jointly and supplement ea h other in mixed VLBI sessions.
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NC

T

NC

DC

Figure 2. Left : Sky distribution of the target and alibrators for the simulated VLBI session presented in Tables 1 & 2.
The target and four nearby alibrators are shown as red and blue dots, respe tively. Suitable distant alibrators are
shown as green open squares and blue lled squares with the latter indi ating the 15 ones eventually used in the session
after a random sele tion. Right : Sket h of the swit hing y le ; T is for Target, NC for Nearby Calibrator, and DC for
Distant Calibrator. Nearby alibrators are used for phase referen ing while distant ones are used to estimate tropospheri
delays. The y le is repeated over the duration of the session with alibrators hanging at every o urren e.
4 Illustration of the software apabilities
In this se tion, we use a simple mixed VLBI session to illustrate the
and the results that we obtain after analysis of those simulated data with
here

apabilities of our simulation software

modest. The session that we

omprises 3 stations (SC-VLBA, BR-VLBA, Kokee) whi h observed 1 target, 4 nearby

15 distant

alibrators for a total of 3 hours. The nearby

alibrators are those that are the

onsider

alibrators and

losest to the target

while the distant ones were sele ted randomly from a pool of 251 alibrators whi h meet the following riteria :
◦
◦
◦
(i) angular distan e from the target > 10 and (ii) elevation at ea h station above 10 and below 85 for the
duration of the session (Fig. 2). The sele tion pro ess also ensures that the range of de lination
15 distant

overed by the

alibrators is as large as possible. Additional parameters that dene the session are given in Table 1.

In addition to the sour e distribution, Figure 2 shows a sket h depi ting the adopted observing s heme.
Phase referen ing is a
A distant

omplished by swit hing observations between a nearby

alibrator NC and the target T.

alibrator DC is then observed and the teles opes go ba k to observing a nearby

These steps are repeated many times over the duration of the observations,

y ling over

alibrator afterwards.

nN

and

nD

alibra-

tors. Table 2 indi ates that the swit hing

y le of Fig. 2 has been performed 114 times and that 1026 VLBI

observations have been generated for this

onguration, in luding group delays, phase delays and delay rates.

The simulated values of the phase delays, group delays and phase delay rates generated in this way are shown
in Fig. 3 for the baseline Kokee/SC-VLBA, whi h is the longest baseline of the network. In this example, the
phase delays for the target (in the left-hand side panel) have not been phase-referen ed to those of the nearby
alibrators to illustrate their variations with time. The phase delays for the target and the four
are

omparable at the s ale of the plot be ause these sour es are all angularly

and right-hand side panels in Fig. 3 show the
(measured on the

alibrators

lose on the sky. The middle

orresponding results for the group delays and phase delay rates

alibrators). Obvious patterns are seen, as

aused by repeated observations of the four nearby

alibrators. The larger s atter of the data in these panels is due to the observing of the 15 distant
As explained above, su h simulated data may then be analyzed with

alibrators.

modest in order to estimate parame-

ters of interest. Based on test solutions estimating dierent parameters in turn (or jointly) and by examining
the
by

orresponding parameter un ertainties, we

modest

onrm that the three VLBI observables are

in the estimation pro ess. We also

determined with the observing
role of tropospheri
ter estimation was a

onrm that zenith tropospheri

onguration in Fig. 2 and hen e that distant

alibrators. In addition to these tests, we
omplished so that we

post-t residuals obtained in this

orre tly treated

delays may be a

urately

alibrators are ee tive in their

arried out an analysis where no su h parame-

an assess the quality of the simulated data. Figure 4 shows the

ase for the three observables on the Kokee/SC-VLBA baseline. The root-

mean-squared residuals are 0.409 ps, 9.23 ps and 0.0102 ps/s for the phase delay, group delay and phase delay
rate, respe tively. These values are very

lose to the noise level originally implemented for these observables
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Table 1. Setup parameters for the simulated VLBI session dis ussed in Se tion 4.
Date of
observations

UT start
time

Duration of
observations

Target a priori
oordinates

2009-11-10

12h 00m 0.0s

3 hr

α = 09h 28m 0.0s
δ = +29◦ 00′ 0.0′′

S an length
for target

S an length for
nearby alibrators

S an length for
distant alibrators

Number of nearby
alibrators (nN )

120 s

60 s

30 s

4

Number of distant
alibrators (nD )

Slewing time 1
NC-Target

Slewing time 1
NC-DC

Minimum separation 1
DC-Target

15

5s

20 s

10◦

Station names

Noise level for
phase delays

Noise level for
group delays

Noise level for
delay rates

SC-VLBA
BR-VLBA
Kokee

0.4 ps

10 ps

10 fs/s

1

NC means Nearby Calibrator while DC means Distant Calibrator.

Table 2. Number of simulated VLBI observations available on the target and ea h of the

alibrators for the observing

onguration given in Table 1.

1

Sour e
name

Sour e
type 1

Number of
group delays

Number of
phase delay rates

Number of
phase delays

0615+820
0749+426
0810+247
0820+560
0833+276
0854+213
0906+015
0920+313
0920+284
0922+316
0928+290
0928+280
0939+620
0940+172
0947+064
1020+191
1038+528
1137+660
1522+791
2342+821

DC
DC
DC
DC
DC
DC
DC
NC
NC
NC
T
NC
DC
DC
DC
DC
DC
DC
DC
DC

6
6
9
6
9
9
9
54
60
54
0
60
6
9
9
9
6
6
6
9

6
6
9
6
9
9
9
54
60
54
0
60
6
9
9
9
6
6
6
9

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
54
60
54
114
60
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Sour e type : T = Target, NC = Nearby Calibrator, DC = Distant Calibrator.

in the simulation pro ess (0.4 ps for the phase delay, 10 ps for the group delay, and 0.01 ps/s for the phase
delay rate). This demonstrates that the s heme whi h
sessions and the subsequent analysis of those data with

ombines phase delays and group delays in mixed VLBI

modest has been su

essful.
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Figure 3. Left : Simulated phase delays for the target sour e and four nearby alibrators omprised in the VLBI
session presented in Tables 1 & 2. Only the values of the phase delays on the baseline Kokee/SC-VLBA are plotted.
The red line is for the target sour e while the blue ones are for the nearby alibrators. Middle : Same as in left-hand
panel but for group delays. Right : Same as in left-hand panel but for phase delay rates. The data in the middle and
right-hand panels are for all nearby and distant alibrators listed in Table 2.

Figure

4. Left : Post-t residuals of simulated phase delays after analysis with modest. The data are from the
VLBI session presented in Tables 1 & 2. The red dots are for the target sour e while the blue ones are for the nearby
alibrators. Middle : Same as in left-hand panel but for group delays. Right : Same as in left-hand panel but for phase
delay rates. The data in the middle and right-hand panels are for all nearby and distant alibrators listed in Table 2.

5 Prospe ts for further software developments
The major out ome of this work is the development of a series of software tools that simulate VLBI sessions
oupling phase delay and group delay measurements. The simulated VLBI data have then been su
tted based on the astrometri

software pa kage

step towards massive simulations that mimi k the densi ation of the
help

essfully

modest. The tools that we have developed are an important
elestial frame. Su h simulations should

hara terize new observing strategies taking advantage of both absolute and phase-referen ed VLBI as-

trometry for improving the

elestial frame either with present VLBI arrays (EVN, VLBA) or future ones su h

as the next generation VLBI network of the IVS or in the long term the Square Kilometre Array (SKA).
There are several areas where the software may be extended. One of them is to generalize the phasereferen ing s heme to in lude several targets within a given region of the sky (i.e targets that
with the same nearby

ould be observed

alibrators). While this possibility has not been implemented, it is not a major issue and

should be feasible with a simple extension of the programs we have developed. Another one is to extend the
simulations to several su h regions of the sky with the goal of ultimately
may be a

overing the entire sky. This extension

omplished by repeating several (or many) times the previous s heme. However, a spe ial algorithm

will be ne essary to deal with sour es (either targets or

alibrators) that are at the borders between regions.

Additionally, the statisti al treatment of the simulated VLBI observables may be extended. At present, only
random noise and elevation-dependent systemati

errors are available to introdu e in the simulated data after

al ulation of the theoreti al values. Further options to be
errors (to a
a

onsidered in lude station-dependent systemati

ount for the inhomogeneous quality of the teles opes) and sour e-dependent systemati

ount for the often non point-like and varying morphology of the observed extragala ti

errors (to

radio sour es). The

joint analysis of the phase delays with the group delays also oers the possibility to solve for

y le ambiguities

in the phase delays. This is an option that should also be explored in terms of future software development.
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